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In the first edition of SIOP’s update for graduate and undergraduate programs, we highlight some 
of the many ways students can learn more about I-O psychology and SIOP. We also feature a few 
ways to become more involved! Please share this information with graduate and undergraduate 
students who may be interested.

APA’s Psych Learning Curve Blog
The American Psychological Association hosts a blog aimed at enhancing the connection be-
tween different branches of psychology and the education system. SIOP’s Visibility Committee 
has been partnering with APA to create a series of I-O related blogs. The most recent I-O related 
blog focuses on the prosocial work I-O psychologists are currently pursuing. If you are interest-
ed in writing a blog for the series, contact Lisa Kath (Lisa.Kath@sdsu.edu) or Keaton Fletcher 
(Kfletcher40@gatech.edu). 

SIOP Conversation Series
Kelly Reed and SIOP’s Visibility Committee have worked to create a series of webinars in which 
leading I-O scholars participate in an “Ask Me Anything” style conversation. The conversations 
are open to the public and free. Previous webinars are available in podcast form on iTunes, Goog-
le Play, or through any podcatching software. The next Conversation is with Elaine Pulakos, CEO 
of PDRI, on December 5, 2018 at 10:30 AM Central. Further information on previous and upcom-
ing conversations can be found here.

I-O Psychology Is a Top STEM Career
Did you know that I-O psychology is rated #2 in Science jobs by US News?

Did you know that I-O psychology is rated #21 in STEM jobs by US News?

Did you know that I-O psychology is listed as an “On the Rise” major in “Hot Jobs for Veterans” 
by G.I. Jobs?

Did you know that the mean annual wage for an I-O psychologist is $102,530 according to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics?

Want to know more about the specifics of being an I-O psychologist? Check out the O*NET entry 
for a detailed list of work activities, contexts, interests, and more!

I-O Related Podcasts
Are you looking for a good listen for your commute to school or work? Check out these podcasts 
that cover I-O psychology relevant topics!

• SIOP I-O Podcast: http://www.siop.org/podcasts/
• Department 12: http://department12.libsyn.com/
• WorkLife with Adam Grant: https://www.ted.com/read/ted-podcasts/worklife
• Mind on the Job: http://mindonthejob.com/
• Workrbeeing: https://workrbeeing.com/the-podcast/
• Work Science Center: http://work21.gatech.edu/podcast 
• Office Science: http://officescience.libsyn.com/
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SIOP Webinars
SIOP has created two series of webinars with experts in the field. One series is aimed at students 
and career changes, and focuses on what being an I-O psychologist, or I-O psychology gradu-
ate student, looks like. The next webinar for students will focus on the differences/similarities 
between I-O psychology and organizational behavior (OB). The second series provides practical 
topics for people seeking to implement I-O psychology principles in the workplace. Both series 
can be found here, and are worth checking out to get a better understanding of what to expect 
in a career in I-O psychology.

List of SIOP Funds/Awards for Which Students Are Eligible
• S. Rains Wallace Dissertation Award: Recognition of best doctoral dissertation research
• William A. Owens Scholarly Achievement Award: Recognition of best publication (appearing 

in a refereed journal)
• Hogan Award for Personality and Work Performance: Recognition of best paper or chapter 

that demonstrates innovation in applied personality research
• Wiley Award for Excellence in Survey Research: Recognition of innovation in survey research 

methods or techniques
• Douglas W. Bray and Ann Howard Research Grant: Support research on assessment center 

methods and research into leader development
• Sidney A. Fine Grant for Research on Job Analysis: Support research on job analysis
• SIOP Small Grant Program: Support research of interest to academics and practitioners
• SIOP International Research and Collaboration Small Grant: Support research of an international, 

global, or cross-cultural nature, and research conducted by international research teams
• James L. Outtz Grant for Student Research on Diversity: Support dissertation or thesis on di-

versity-related issues
• Hebl Grant for Reducing Gender Inequities in the Workplace: Support dissertation or thesis on 

gender-related issues
• Graen Grant for Student Research on the Development of New Professional Knowledge Workers: 

Support dissertation or thesis on “design thinking”
• Zedeck-Jacobs Adverse Impact Reduction Research Grant: Support research in new ap-

proaches to study adverse impact
• Leslie W. Joyce and Paul W. Thayer Graduate Fellowship in I-O Psychology: Support a doctoral 

student in I-O who is specializing in training or selection
• SIOP Graduate Student Scholarships: Includes the Lee Hakel Graduate Student Scholarship and 

the Mary L. Tenopyr Scholarship. Recognize graduate student achievement in I-O Psychology
• George C. Thornton, III Graduate Scholarship: Support a doctoral student in I-O who epitomiz-

es the scientist/practitioner model
• Goldstein & Schneider Scholarships by the Macey Fund: Support a minority doctoral student 

in I-O psychology
• SIOP Student Travel Awards: Support student travel to and attendance at SIOP Annual Confer-

ence.
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